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Security experts, law enforcement, researchers and others rely on accessible
WHOIS data to protect networks, fight crime, and investigate online abuse.
Companies and consumers also rely on accessible WHOIS data, directly and
derivatively, to determine who they are buying goods or services from.
WHOIS data has been freely and publicly available since the beginning of the
Internet as we know it.
But due to an overly broad misinterpretation of the European Union’s General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), the availability of WHOIS data to the
general public is at risk, threatening the safety and transparency of the internet.
Coalition for a Secure and Transparent Internet (CSTI)
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FOR THE INTERNET PLUMBING MONOPOLIES
AND THOSE WHO WANT TO MAKE THE ENTIRE
INTERNET A DARK NET
GDRP IS A MEANS AND EXCUSE

NOT THE GOAL
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Federal Register / Vol. 63, No. 111 /Wednesday, June 10, 1998 / Notices

Revised Policy Statement This document provides the U.S. Government’s policy regarding the privatization of the domain name
system in a manner that allows for the development of robust competition and that facilitates global participation in the
management of Internet names and addresses.

Trademark Issues. Trademark holders and domain name registrants and others should have access
to searchable databases of registered domain names that provide information necessary to
contact a domain name registrant when a conflict arises between a trademark holder and a
domain name holder.21 To this end, we anticipate that the policies established by the new
corporation would provide that following information would be included in all registry databases
and available to anyone with access to the Internet: —Up-to-date registration and contact
information; —Up-to-date and historical chain of registration information for the domain name; —A
mail address for service of process; —The date of domain name registration; —The date that any
objection to the registration of the domain name is filed; and —Any other information determined
by the new corporation to be reasonably necessary to resolve disputes between domain name
registrants and trademark holders expeditiously.
These databases would also benefit domain name holders by making it less expensive for new
registrars and registries to identify potential customers, enhancing competition and lowering prices.

21
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In 2002, at a Senate Commerce Committee hearing on the
future of ICANN, then Chairman Conrad Burns, stated, “change
was necessary because ICANN has exceeded its authority,
does not operate in an open fashion, and is dangerously
unaccountable to Internet users, businesses and other key
interest groups.”
But we, as the business community, were believers in the idea
that this new industry could regulate itself and convinced
Senator Burns and other critics to give ICANN a chance to work.
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“The FTC believes that the Whois databases, despite their
limitations, are nevertheless critical to the agency’s consumer
protection mission, to other law enforcement agencies
around the world, and to consumers. The use of these
databases to protect consumers is at risk as a result of the
Generic Names Supporting Organization’s (“GNSO”) recent
vote to define the purpose of Whois data as technical only.
The FTC is concerned that any attempt to limit Whois to this
narrow purpose will put its ability to protect consumers and
their privacy in peril.”

Prepared Statement Chairman Jon Leibowitz on behalf of the Federal Trade Commission
before the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”) Meeting
Concerning Whois Databases Marrakech, Morocco June 2006
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In 2020, in response to the proposed Internet
Society (ISOC) sale of .org to an entity that is now
run by the former CEO of ICANN for $1.2 billion,
California Attorney General Xavier Becerra’s letter
to ICANN stated, “(t)here is mounting concern that
ICANN is no longer responsive to the needs of its
stakeholders."
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NTIA Assistant Secretary David Redl Letter to ICANN Board, April 19, 2019

U.S. Senate Commerce Chairman Roger Wicker Letter to David Redl, May 6, 2019
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“Access to WHOIS information has been a critical aspect of FDA’s
mission to protect public health. Implementation of the E.U. General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) has had a detrimental impact on
FDA’s ability to pursue advisory and enforcement actions as well as
civil and criminal relief in our efforts to protect consumers and
patients.”
“Most recently, lack of WHOIS transparency significantly hindered
FDA’s ability to identify sellers of fraudulent and unproven treatments
for COVID-19 as well as illegitimate test kits and counterfeit or
substandard personal protective equipment. These cases range from
a simple website marketplace to sophisticated transnational
cybercrime networks involving thousands of websites, hidden servers,
dark web applications and virtually linked co-conspirators.”
U.S. Food & Drug Administration Letter to Representative Robert Latta Re: Whois
August 13, 2020
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“Before the GDPR took effect in May 2018, the FTC and other consumer
protection and law enforcement agencies routinely relied on the publiclyavailable registration information about domain names in WHOIS databases to
investigate wrongdoing and combat fraud. The FTC uses this information to help
identify wrongdoers and their locations, halt their conduct, and preserve
money to return to defrauded victims. Our agencies may no longer rely on this
information because, in response to the GDPR, ICANN developed new policies
that significantly limit the publicly available contact information relating to
domain name registrants.”
“This lack of access also limits consumers’ ability to identify bad actors using
WHOIS information. Prior to the GDPR, thousands of the complaints filed in our
Consumer Sentinel complaint database referred to the filer’s use of WHOIS data
to identify businesses involved in spyware, malware, imposter scams, tech
support scams, counterfeit checks, and other malicious conduct.”
U.S. Federal Trade Commission Letter to Representative Robert Latta Re: Whois
July 30, 2020
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“HSI views WHOIS information, and the accessibility to it, as critical
information required to advance HSI criminal investigations,
including COVID-19 fraud. Since the implementation of GDPR, HSI
has recognized the lack of availability to complete WHOIS data as a
significant issue that will continue to grow. If HSI had increased and
timely access to registrant data, the agency would have a quicker
response to criminal activity incidents and have better success in
the investigative process before criminals move their activity to a
different domain.”
U.S. Department of Homeland Security Letter to Representative Robert Latta Re: Whois
July 16, 2020
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[D]ue to concerns regarding the uncertain implications of the GDPR,
WHOIS no longer functions properly. As a result, criminal investigations
necessary to protect the public – including the most vulnerable, such as
children who are subject to online sexual abuse – have been impeded.
The deleterious effect of the GDPR on criminal investigations is not limited
to the virtual cyber world: for example, as the Dutch Government’s
Action Plan on Trafficking in Persons states, to fight human trafficking it is
“indispensable” to share information, including “’special category
personal data,’ especially where sexual exploitation is concerned” -- but
“[m]any partners experience obstacles in sharing information,” given
“the restrictions that apply from the point of view of privacy legislation
(the GDPR), since strict rules apply to the sharing of special category
personal data,” and there is “uncertainty and fear about what may and
may not be shared.”
U.S. comments on the review of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (28 April 2020)
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Lawful and Legitimate WHOIS and Proxy Requests Under GDPR Snapshot of 2020 Year to Date
Numbers (ICANN 69)
The following overview summarizes response rates for WHOIS and Proxy data requests from two leading
enforcement vendors and one law firm on behalf of multiple clients and brands for well-documented and
supported requests. Purposes cited in the requests included cybersecurity, DNS abuse, and IP infringement.
● Total WHOIS requests: 4228, Proxy requests: 1342; Sent to 221 registrars and 52 registries.
● 79% of WHOIS requests to registrars - 60% of WHOIS requests to thick registries were not fulfilled -- for an
aggregate of 25% success rates.
● 91% of Proxy requests for the customer’s contact data were unfulfilled, and 32% of all Proxy requests had no
response at all.
● All contributors report resistance by clients in submitting additional reveal requests due to the futility in receiving
actual disclosures.
● Phishing-related requests or obviously fraudulent domains (including COVID ones) are rarely fulfilled even for
signatories of the Domain Abuse Framework.
● The lack of WHOIS data results in an under-detection of phishing domain names, causing delays in mitigation of
phishing attacks.

Hogan Lovells
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“The SSAC cannot endorse the Final Report of the
Temporary Specification for gTLD Registration Data
Phase 2 Expedited PDP (hereinafter as “The Final
Report”) as it currently stands.”
Minority Statement from the ICANN Security and Stability Advisory Committee
(SSAC) on the Final Report of the Temporary Specification for gTLD Registration Data
Phase 2 Expedited Policy Development Process (EPDP)
August 20, 2020
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“Despite the IPC and BC’s best intentions, the EPDP
experiment has failed. It has proven incapable of handling a
purely legal issue created by the GDPR. Regulators and
legislators should note that the ICANN multi-stakeholder
model has failed the needs of consumer protection,
cybersecurity, and law enforcement. As a result, there is a
need for clear regulatory guidance for the GDPR, and to
pursue alternative legal and regulatory approaches.”
Minority Statement of the Business Constituency (BC) and Intellectual Property
Constituency (IPC) on the EPDP Phase 2 Final Report
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EVEN THE GOVERNMENT
ADVISORY COMMITTEE (GAC)
TO ICANN, WHICH INCLUDES
OVER 170 COUNTRIES AND WHO
CANNOT AGREE ON ANYTHING,
STATED IT DID NOT SUPPORT THE
EPDP AS DRAFTED.
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WHAT IF THE GDPR WAS NOT AN EU REGULATION?

WHAT IF THE REGULATION OR LAW CAME OUT OF
CHINA, RUSSSIA OR IRAN?
HOW WOULD ICANN org or THE U.S. CONGRESS
RESPONDED KNOWING THAT IS WOULD HINDER
THE SECURITY AND STABILITY OF THE INTERNET
AND CAUSE REAL CONSUMER HARM?
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FOR THE INTERNET PLUMBING MONOPOLIES
AND THOSE WHO WANT TO MAKE THE ENTIRE
INTERNET A DARK NET
GDRP IS A MEANS AND EXCUSE

NOT THE GOAL
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SOLUTION
THE MOST IMPORTANT ROLE OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT IS TO
PROTECT U.S. CITIZENS FROM HARM
ICANN ORG NOR THE MULTI-STAKEHOLDER PROCESS CAN FIX THIS
ONLY THE U.S. CONGRESS CAN FIX THIS
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Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner, LLP

Domain Name Disputes Post-GDPR: Navigating URS, UDRP, ACPA
With Reduced Access to Information

Presented by:
Jonathan Uffelman

IMPACT OF GDPR
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IMPACT OF GDPR

Adopted by the European Union on April 2016,
and became effective May 25, 2018.
Aimed at protecting EU residents from privacy
breaches and data thefts.
Limits access to personal information of EU
residents - requires affirmative consent to
reveal.
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IMPACT OF GDPR
ICANN adopted Temporary Specification for gTLD
Registration Data, effective May 25, 2018.
• Users with a “legitimate and proportionate purpose for
accessing the personal data” are to be able to request
access to such data through registrars and registry
operators.
• Enumerated “legitimate purposes” include “supporting
a framework to address issues involving domain name
registrations, including but not limited to: consumer
protection, investigation of cybercrime, DNS abuse,
and intellectual property protection” and “coordinating
dispute resolution services” related to domain names -i.e., UDRP/URS/etc.
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IMPACT OF GDPR
• Different registrars/registries implemented the
Temporary Specification differently.
• Brand owners have to navigate a patchwork of
approaches:
o Some treated all WHOIS data the same way;
o Some, like GoDaddy, only redacted information
of domain name registrations located inside the
EU. GoDaddy is now redacting everything.
• Increasingly, data is redacted, unless registrant
consents.
31
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IMPACT OF GDPR
EPAG, a German registrar (part of Tucows), announced it would not even
collect administrative and technical contact information, believing that
doing so violates GDPR.
•

ICANN filed an injunction to ask a German court to compel EPAG to collect the
technical and administrative contact information.

•

Article 5 of the GDPR states (among other things) that personal data collection shall
be:
o

“for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes and not further processed in a
manner that is incompatible with those purposes”; and

o

“adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes
for which they are processed.”

•

The Regional Court of Bonn held that collecting this data would violate the data
minimization rule. The court noted that registrants had not previously been required
to provide such contact details, and ICANN failed to provide adequate evidence that
such data collection was necessary.

•

ICANN appealed and lost, largely on procedural grounds.
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IMPACT OF GDPR
Domain Name Commission Ltd. v. DomainTools, LLC (W.D. Wash)
•

DomainTools collects domain and registrant information from around the world, stores it, and uses it
to sell monitoring and investigative services to the public.

•

DNC, a New Zealand corporation that regulates the use of the .nz ccTLD, sued DomainTools
claiming that the way DomainTools used .nz domain and registrant information:
o constituted a breach of contract;
o violated the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act (March 2020: claims dismissed);
o violated the Washington Consumer production Act (March 2020 claims dismissed in part).

•

DNC moved for a preliminary injunction, citing as an irreparable harm its inability to attract New
Zealand customers to its services if it could not guarantee increased privacy over personal contact
information.

•

On September 12, 2018, the district court issued a preliminary injunction preventing DomainTools
from accessing the .nz register to download .nz data into its own database and publishing it (also
must scrub historical records from search results). The Ninth Circuit affirmed.

•

On March 26, 2020, the district court found “plaintiff has raised a plausible inference that
defendant’s use of bulk queries to download and store registrant information in violation of
protective technologies and terms of use is an unfair act in trade or commerce that is likely to cause
substantial injury to consumers which is not reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves and
not outweighed by countervailing benefits.”
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IMPACT OF GDPR

At minimum, the GDPR has provided
registrars, privacy services and ISP hosts
further justification for refusing to comply with
demand letters and given fraudsters a further
layer of anonymity.
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IMPACT OF GDPR

Phishing is a bigger problem than is reported.
We know the floor, not the ceiling.
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IMPACT OF GDPR
Source: Google Safe Browsing Transparency Report https://transparencyreport.google.com/safebrowsing/overview
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IMPACT OF GDPR
Source: Google Safe Browsing Transparency Report https://transparencyreport.google.com/safebrowsing/overview
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IMPACT OF GDPR
Confusion Among Decision Makers
• Do not understand the challenges involved in acquiring domain name
contact information or display more confidence than may be warranted
in registrars’ abilities to fairly balance the competing interests.
• William Samy Etienne Grigahcine v. Contact Privacy Inc. Customer
0144192186 / Bradley Merchant, Case No. D2019-0114 (WIPO Mar.
15, 2019).
o “It is not clear why the Registrar cannot provide information about the date the
Respondent first became the registrant. It is, to say the least, highly regrettable
in this case. One might expect that information is part of rudimentary customer
relations and good data management practice, if nothing else.”

• Domain Name Commission Ltd. v. DomainTools, LLC, No. 18-35850 (9th
Cir. July 17, 2019) (not for publication).
o “Although the district court was presented with evidence that DomainTools’
services are used by law enforcement and cybersecurity professionals to
safeguard the public, there was also evidence that such professionals could
access this type of information through alternate channels.”
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Navigating The Domain
Dispute Process
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Domain Dispute Process

You do not need the domain name’s
underlying WHOIS contact information
to file a UDRP/URS/ACPA complaint.
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Domain Dispute Process
ICANN Temporary Specification, Annexes D and E
acknowledge that dispute resolution services like FORUM and
WIPO, will be provided with registrant information upon the
filing of a UDRP complaint.
• Forum then asks complainant to amend its complaint to reflect the
correct registrant contact information.
• Sometimes, the underlying information is not revealed. See, e.g.,
Opportunity Financial, LLC v. Domain Admin / Whois Privacy Corp.,
Case No. FA190800185737 (NAF Sept. 13, 2019).
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Domain Dispute Process

Amendment of URS with additional registrant
information is not permitted under URS Procedure
and Rules.
• Temporary Specification, however, allows arbitration
forums to add registrant information after complaint is
filed.
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Domain Dispute Process
ACPA in rem Action 15 U.S.C. §1125(d)(2)(A).
• Where domain registrant is unknown or not subject to personal
jurisdiction in the U.S., file against the domain name itself.
• Prudential Ins. Co. of America v. Pru.com, No. 20-cv-00450 (E.D.
Va. July 22, 2020) – if domain registrant was not a suitable
defendant when the mark owner commenced the in rem civil action,
it cannot make itself suitable by later consenting to in personam
jurisdiction. Domain registrant can still defend the case.
• Remedies available are “limited to a court order for the forfeiture of
cancellation of the domain name or the transfer of the domain name
to the owners of the mark.” beIN Media Group LLC v. bein.ae,
bein.hk, being.jp, bein.work and bein.xyz, No. 3:18-cv-1042-CAB(MDD), 2019 WL 1129153, 2019 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 39844 (S.D. Cal.
Mar. 11, 2019).
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Domain Dispute Process
WHOIS contact information has been critical to pre-filing research.
Successful UDRP complainant must establish:
• The disputed domain is identical or confusingly similar to
the complainant’s trademark or service mark;
• The domain name registrant has no rights or legitimate interests in the
domain; and
• The domain was registered and is being used in bad faith.

Respondent’s legitimate interests (always the most uncertain element):
• Demonstrable preparations to use the domain in connection with a bona
fide offering of goods or services; or
• Individual, business, or other organization has been commonly known
by the domain name; or
• Legitimate noncommercial or fair use of the domain name.
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Domain Dispute Process

Value of WHOIS:
• If the domain name reflects the registrant’s personal or
business name, a brand owner must research further to
determine whether the WHOIS reflects a legitimate
interest or merely a fraudulent ploy to protect a bad-faith
registration.
• Domain name registrant may be highly litigious.
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Domain Dispute Process
Brand owners must weigh the risk that when the domain
registrant is revealed, a legitimate interest may also be
revealed that could require withdrawing the complaint.
• If the registrant files a response asserting reverse domain name
hijacking, a complainant may not be able to unilaterally withdraw
from the proceeding.
• If a UDRP panelist believes that a complainant could and should
have known about the registrant’s rights in the domain name, the
panelist may find the complaint was brought in bad faith.
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Domain Dispute Process
• Historical WHOIS records can save a UDRP complaint that
would otherwise fail.
o The UDRP is written in the conjunctive, requiring complainants to
establish that a domain name was both registered and used in bad
faith. If a registrant acquired the domain name before the brand
owner acquired rights in its asserted trademark, absent special
circumstances, the UDRP is unavailable.
o The creation date is the presumptive date the registrant acquired
the domain, unless it can be shown otherwise.
o A domain name’s WHOIS history can help determine whether the
current domain registrant is the original registrant. If not, and the
current registrant acquired the domain after the brand owner’s
trademark rights accrued, a UDRP may be viable.
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Domain Dispute Process
• One infringing domain name may be only the tip of the badfaith iceberg.
o Where WHOIS contact information is available, brand owners can
research other domains held by the same registrant.
o Evidence of multiple domain names targeting a brand is strong
evidence of a registrant’s bad-faith.
o Combine all domain names into one UDRP complaint, rather than
incurring additional expenses as each domain becomes known.
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Domain Name Enforcement
Strategies
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STRATEGIES
Options
• Contact registrar and/or privacy service
• Contact ISP host
• Contact domain registrant
• Subpoenas
• UDRP/URS/ACPA

Hierarchy of Claims
• Fraud/phishing/counterfeiting
• Copyright
• Trademark
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STRATEGIES
Contact registrar and/or privacy-protection service for contact
information.
• NOTE: WHOIS contact information can be fraudulent.
• Where WHOIS information is fraudulent, submit a complaint to
ICANN. The registrar must take reasonable steps to correct it; if it is
not corrected, registrars can cancel the registration.

Challenges:
• Registrars may only provide the privacy-protection service’s contact
information.
• Some refuse to reveal anything without a court order.
• Some only forward complaint to domain registrant, who is under no
obligation to respond.
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STRATEGIES
Contact the hosting service to have the website shut
down.
Challenges
• In general, U.S. hosts are more responsive than hosts
that are located abroad.
• Even U.S. hosts – 50/50 chance.
• Some lease hosting services to others (who, in turn,
may re-lease them to further unidentified parties).
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STRATEGIES
Contact the domain registrant directly or indirectly through
whatever contact information is available.
• Website contact information.
• Privacy services often provide email addresses on WHOIS
record.
• Privacy services and registrars may have online portals to
send messages to domain owners.

Mere contact can have value – once a fraudster knows they
are being pursued, they may be more likely to move on.
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STRATEGIES
DMCA Subpoena
• If hosting service is located in U.S. and you can raise
copyright issues with website content.

Section 1782 Subpoena - Apply to a federal district court for
an order directing a person found in the court's district to
provide evidence for use in litigation outside of the U.S.
• Use where domain registrant is not located in the U.S., but
legitimate contact information is unknown.
• Proceedings before a tribunal need not be pending at the
time of the request, but you do need to represent that the
proceeding is planned and where you plan to file suit.
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Rick Lane
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Jonathan Uffelman
jonathan.uffelman@finnegan.com
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